A Complex Network approach to investigate the spatiotemporal co-variability
of extreme rainfall
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METHODS
Event Synchronization
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RESULTS II

The spatial patterns exhibited by suitable
network measures can be used to compare
the representation of extreme rainfall events
among different datasets. Based on the
climatological interpretations of these measures,
we can draw inferences about the dynamical
mechanisms controlling extreme rainfall
distributions. This can be particularly usefull for
the evaluation of climate models ([2], Figure 4).
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Figure 1. Topography and
main atmosph. systems

For grid points
, count the number of times
an event at can be uniquely associated with an event at
and vice versa [8]. Uppon normalization, we obtain a
measure for the synchronicity of the
time series as an
- matrix
with
.
Figure 2. Schematic
synchronization
of rainfall events

RESULTS III

Figure 4. Network measure Degree for
different spatial grid resolutions and
multiple datasets [2].

A graph consists a set of nodes
and a set of links
between them. Here, is the set of grid points, which
are connected by links if
for a given threshold
The network’s adjacency matrix is thus given by
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To assess the predictability of extreme rainfall, we
introduce the measure Network Divergence ∆S on
directed and weighted networks, defined as the
difference of in-strength Sin and out-strength Sout
at each node:

∆Si = Siin − Siout

Network Construction

where self loops have been excluded.

> The Amazon deep convection zone
> The main convergence zones (ITCZ, SACZ)
> The South American Low-Level Jet
> Mesoscale Convective Systems
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Multiple climatic features (e.g. [9]) associated with
the main moisture transport routes can be inferred
from the spatial distributions of network measures
obtained for TRMM 3B42 V7 ([1], Fig. 3):
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Figure 3. Network measures obtained for TRMM 3B42 V7 [1].

90/99th percentiles of daily/3hly values
1998-2012

> ECHAM6 GCM [6]
> ETA RCM [7]
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DATA

> TRMM 3B42 V7 [3]
> TRMM 3B42 RT V7 [3]
> GPCP 1DD V1.2 [4]
> ERA-interim [5]
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We construct networks from synchronization of
extreme rainfall events over South America for
the monsoon season from December to February
using 6 different datasets. This methodology is designed
to complement PCA-based techniques in the case
of extreme events. A climatological interpretation of
various network measures reveals the most important
features of the South American Monsoon System
(SAMS) [1], allows to compare the representation of the
spatiotemporal co-variability of extreme rainfall in different
datasets and models [2], as well as to establish forecast
systems of extreme rainfall [3].
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Negative values indicate sources, while positive
values indicate sinks of extreme rainfall in the
network ([2], Figure 5).
This measure identified a climatic mechanism
responsible for the propagation of huge rainfall
clusters from southeastern South America to the
eastern Central Andes, against the direction of the
low-level winds. On this basis, a forecast system
could be developed, predicting 60%-90% of
extreme rainfall events (above the 99th percentile)
at the slopes of the eastern Central Andes.
These events have devastating socio-economic
impacts in form of floods and landslides.
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